
  ENGLISH
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The 
Thermae

Thermal water

Thermal water reaches the Euganean Hills after a long
journey that begins in uncontaminated Pre-Alpine foothills
and continues underground for 25 years after reaching
a temperature of 87° C and picking up various minerals
along the way that make it unique in all the world. 
In AbanoTerme, this water is primarily used for the 
maturation, conservation and regeneration of...

...thermal mud

Rich in minerals itself, the clay used in our mud is gathered
from the bottoms of lakes of volcanic origin at the foot of
the Euganean Hills, filtered from impurities, and matured
in thermal water until it generates the unique microflora
that gives it its extraordinary healing power. 
Euganean Hills thermal mud detoxifies, lessens inflammation, 
and decongests at deep levels, stimulates circulation and
oxygenation in blood and tissues, and helps increase
energy and vitality.

54
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Research
Scientific research has confirmed once again
the validity and unique nature of Euganean Hills
Thermal Water mud and enabled the granting of
a European Patent: this is the prime area for PREVENTIVE 
HEALTHCARE in Europe. The Hotel’s thermal spa and
healthcare structures and services have been classified
at Superior 1st level by the Italian Health Ministry.
The Hotel has been accredited by the NHS
for thermal mud therapy, inhalation therapies, and
rhinogenous deafness. The thermal spas built in
the 21 century are now in their 4th generation of
family management and propose complete thermal
wellness as the primary means of protecting
health with the new approaches and bio-medical
protocols available at the AbanoRITZ.

6

European patent number 1571203 guarantees the 
presence of numerous active ingredients in thermal 
mud, produced naturally during a controlled process of
maturation. Scientific research carried out by 
the patent holder and research centre, Centro 
Studi Termali Pietro d’Abano, has allowed for its 
identification and has proven its efficacy in the 
treatment of chronic and degenerative inflammatory
disorders, particularly of osteoarticular origin.
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RitzVITAL
Let’s look at the numbers...

• Two communicating indoor/outdoor thermal water pools with 
hydromassage and AquaFitness corner (8 am to 11 pm)

• Open air hydroRelax tub
• Relaxation area and poolside bar with chaise longue and rockers
• 6000 sq m green-garden area with Trim Trail and “Sensory Walk”

• Aquagym, aquapilatest and aquaball…
• Fit & Fun appointments in the gym: postural stretching, bodybar etc…
• Vitamin break
• Fitness trail in the park
• Easy Bike and Nordic Walking in the warmer months

 • 12 Thermal mud-balneotherapy rooms
• 2 “Thermal 5 colours” sensual treatment/ritual rooms
• 1 “Twin” room for bio-thermal mud pack applications for couples
• Thermal water and pain relief medicine clinic
• Inhalation therapy area
• Ear, nose, and throat clinic

 • 14 rooms for body/facial beauty treatments and massages
• Tank for hydro-lymphatic massage in ozone-enriched thermal water tub
• Naturopath clinic
• Floating room: sensorial tank
• Sauna and Turkish Bath (from 8.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m)
• Technogym equipped gym [steppers - treadmills - exercise bikes - lat 

machine - abductor machine - hercules rehabilitation - lower body/chest 
press - front and back flexibility - weights - dumb-bells: tools for fun]

• Body Solarium
• Hairdresser, manicure pedicure service

9
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A hotel with more charm 
than luxury, more real
elegance than formality, 
more discerning choices
than consumption. A real 
heaven, and not just another
stop on your journey. The 
perfect blend of progress
and tradition. The trademark 
of 5-star hospitality
is not opulence but rather 
serenity, comfort, and
exclusivity where precious 
moments can be dedicated
to oneself and the 
rediscovery of leisure. 
We believe the experiences 
and emotions of a vacation at 
the AbanoRitz to be the sign 
of truly luxurious hospitality.

The Hotel

10
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AbanoRITZ is:  5 Floors and 3 elevators.
 51 Double rooms, each one 
  with sitting room–verandah, 
  some with terrace
  (29 non-smoking rooms 
  11 no-moquette rooms for 
  allergy sufferers with
  hypoallergenic pillows and 
  mattresses, 5 pet-friendly 
  rooms)
 2  Rooms equipped for 
  diversely-enabled users
 15 Double rooms
 29 Rooms, with French beds
 9 Privilege rooms
 8 Suites and junior suites
 5 Special design rooms

• Reading room, game room,
 and billiard room
• Smoking room & fireplace 

room
• Music room: classical 

music concert, usually on 
Monday

• Video room with large-
screen and “Sky” cable tv

• Midnight Vintage Club
 Usually on Saturdays: 

music on vinyl
• Piano bar, special events 

and theme evenings during 
the week

• Multilingual tourist 
information desk, booking 
service for excursions, 
cultural events, exhibitions 
and concerts

• The AbanoRitz hotel is 
equipped for larger (Sala 
azzurra) and smaller

 business and private 
meetings (Sala Specchi)

• Car rental and transfer 
services

• Available on request: 
personal shoppers

 and accredited guides
• Internet, fax and office 

corner
• Free WI-FI connection
• Free parking.
• Garage parking (8.00 

Euros/day)

Hospitality

The AbanoRitz is rich in 
ambience and atmosphere 
created by the generations 
of the Poletto Family 
who have been extending 
their hospitality daily 
with all the presence 
of mind and attention 
that comes from such 
enthusiasm and expertise.
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Welcoming a guest who is expected and wanted, this is 
our way of doing business.
And it’s not just a trade, a technique, a gift or an 
attitude, it is our very history.
Because just by knowing the history and the narrative of 
your own area or company, you can understand, grow, 
improve.
A hotel is made up of individuals, service, a listening 
ear, not just spaces ... ours is nearly 50 years old, the 
hotel business has been a matriarchal tradition and it is 
now in the fourth generation.
Just by respecting and preserving your own tradition, 
you can put professionalism and heart into your own 
work and passion into your co-workers’ efforts. We are a 
family and a staff of 67 people.

Tradition
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Innovation

5th floor design – a surprise! Rooms 
designed for the international 
tourist who chooses luxury without 
ostentation and Italian elegance 
in the artefacts and who wants 
a holiday that is an experience, 
starting with the bedroom which 
is beyond the ordinary and with 
no sign of excessive and awkward 
experimentation.
A tourist who is sensitive and 
cultured, not necessarily young 
and trendy, but who loves beauty 
because it is always in fashion.
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In the atmosphere of a tradition made of courtesy and hospitality, Hotel AbanoRITZ 
proposes a vintage à la carte restaurant on its grounds: a little restaurant, something
like a bright and lively madcap son.

Il brutto anatroccolo only aims to please. As sometimes happens with a man and a 
woman, just a meeting between kindred souls who hit it off together right away.
If you come back and say that Il brutto anatroccolo was pure pleasure for your five 
senses, as if your subconscious had been taken to a warm refuge in which indulgence
is no sin, our little restaurant will have done its job. 
Is it the restaurant of a fable or just a fabulous restaurant?
At any rate, here you’ll find a creative atmosphere, and meals that care for your palate 
and coddle your taste buds. We don’t just feed you, we nourish you: sating your hunger, 
we warm up your heart and stimulate your sensations and memories. 
Only your appreciationcan turn the ugly duckling into a handsome swan!

The ugly duckling offers his room too, a bedroom with the same mood and the same 
extraordinary atmosphere – ROOM 514.

The “Easy” BARBECUE in warmer months in the spacious park

“White Gloves” RESTAURANTThe 
Kitchen:

(outdoor service supplement)

The Hotel is a member of the Euganean Hills “Strada del Vino/Wine Road” Association.

• A vocation for good food
• Enhancement and rediscovery of flavours
• Interesting and varied restaurant service for the pleasure of the senses

• Light, vegetarian and gluten-free dishes
• Certified wellness cuisine and Common Sense diet
• Gourmet Dinner (usually on Thursday) and local menu (usually on Sunday)

• “Buongiorno” Service: breakfast buffet, from 7 to 11 am.
• Breakfast in your room at no extra charge
• Happy break at 3 pm.Tea-time every day at 5 pm
• Wine bar opens at 7 pm (with current price-list)
• Happy hour and sampling of pastries or typical, seasonal products during the week.
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“Salus Per Aquam”
SPAce

A centre in harmony with nature, i.e. “health through 
water”, the SPA at the AbanoRITZ where we celebrate 
relaxation and health in all its forms, and where wellness 
is an attitude.

2322
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Energy
The AbanoRITZ invites you to get in touch with your desires:
treat yourself to a holiday dedicated to wellness with personal programs 
offering the perfect synergy between thermal spa therapy and aesthetic 
treatments, “remise en forme” and physical exercise, wellness and serenity 
in an efficient and well-equipped facility like the AbanoRITZ SPAce.

A temple to regeneration 
and dedicating time to
yourself. Learn how 
to love yourself by 
listening to your body 
and discovering your own 
internal rhythms in a
relaxing atmosphere with 
the marvelous sensation 
of feeling coddled.
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The water leaves our well at a temperature of some 87°C. Acqua-Madre (Brine). Symbolic and legendary, rich and 
therapeutic, the water will be used for the maturation of the mud, for inhalation therapy, in the thermal baths and 
pools. The richness of our SPA comes from the salt-bromine-iodine character of the water in the underground 
geothermal source. Thanks to this, we use geothermal sources for heating so there are no CO2 emissions, 
respecting the environment.

Wellness
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Fall in love with the thermal water of our pools in our splendid private garden-park, dive into the blue and look out 
at the green! The atmosphere created by a swim in a sunken thermal water pool in the AbanoRitz park is a unique 
experience to be lived with eyes wide open and both lungs filled with fresh air.
Two semi-Olympic pools, indoors and outdoors, thermal (about 33°C) and connecting to the aquaFitness zone and 
hydroRelax area, where you can experience the benefits of hydromassage with multiple varied nozzles on beds and 
benches as well as cascading fountains for cervical massage. The richness of our pools is down to the water from 
geothermal sources that feeds them, coming from underground, pleasant, exquisite, beneficial. There are five principal 
therapies in spa water – hydrothermal, hydrochemical, hydrostatic, hydrokinetic and hydrodynamic. Bathing becomes 
a true experience of wellness. Beneath the sea pines, oaks, beeches, flowers, gazebos, and many other indigenous 
plants on grounds that cover more than 6,000 sq m in the AbanoRitz park-garden. The park surrounded by the 
Euganean Hills Regional Park makes for a postcard-perfect setting.

Water Swimming pools and Park
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The Veneto Region
The Region stands out for its dense historic and artistic heritage and the variety of what is on offer.
Tried and trusted tours and new destinations for art, both near and far from Venice, make Abano and Hotel AbanoRITZ 
an ideal base for tourism sensitive to the environmental and urban quality of the Veneto cities of art.
Padova: with its squares and basilicas, is a city of human dimensions that offers one of the world’s masterpieces of 
14th century art, Giotto’s Scrovegni Chapel.
Vicenza: has villas and river boat tours that highlight the genius of Palladio.
Verona: offers Juliet’s balcony and a Roman arena that hosts opera and other events.
Venezia: is unique in all the world; lose yourself in its alleys and squares. The Veneto Region abounds in history, art, 
culture folklore, and culinary pleasures and makes discerning visitors an offer they would do well to investigate.The Territory

The Euganean Hills Regional Park. Established in 1989, the Park’s 18.702 hectares includes the highest hills in the Po 
River Valley. Centuries old oaks and chestnut forests alternate with characteristic Mediterranean thicket and hillsides 
terraced with vineyards and orchards. Rarely included in the conventional tour of Italy but equidistant from the most
important cities in the Veneto, Abano Terme, at the foot of the Euganean Hills, offers unique itineraries, walled towns 
and medieval hamlets like precious gems that stud the countryside: Arquà Petrarca, Praglia, Valsanzibio, Monselice,
Montagnana, and Este.

Come and discover beautiful landscapes, extraordinary works of 
art and an area rich in charm and history, a remarkable fusion 
between culture and nature, between folklore and gastronomy.
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Give your passions a destination!

PASSIONS
Do you love golf?
Outdoor sports?
Fancy yourself a connoisseur of fine food and drink?
Does your heart throb at the thought of Art and Histor y?

At the AbanoRITZ, your passion becomes your vacation.



Strada del Vino
Colli Euganei
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Artistic PassionTaste Passion

DEGUSTIBUS:
PLEASURES FOR THE SENSES

We arouse your senses and stimulate your curiosity: discover 
our territory with your nose and palate! Much more than a 
mere vacation, a vivid experience!
There are many specialties to be sampled along our partner, 
the “Strada del Vino”.
The Euganean Hills Wine Road runs through the Euganean 
Hills Regional Park. Established in 1989, the Park’s 18.702 
hectares includes the highest hills in the Po River Valley.
Centuries old oaks and chestnut forests alternate with 
characteristic Mediterranean thicket and hillsides terraced 
with vineyards and orchards. The Park’s particular location 
and volcanic origin permit the development of products that 
bring the wine tourist unexpected discoveries.

1 Padova Card good for 48 hours: discounts and free entrances to 10 
monuments in Padova and the house of the Medieval Poet Petrarca in 
Arquà. Free use of public transport and parking

1 day at “Villa dei Vescovi” programmed by F.A.I National Heritage 
Authorities

1 Candle massage, multi-sensorial experience, a wellbeing rite

• SPAkit - RitzVITAL - RitzLIFE

TERME & CULTURE.
WHEN WELLBEING IS ENHANCED BY ART

Abano Terme offers artistic itineraries that leave the 
conventional tourist trail: the walled cities of Este, Monselice, 
and Montagnana, castles, villas, and medieval complexes 
like Arquà Petrarca and Praglia set amidst the greenery 
of the Euganean Hills. Not far away lie the world famous 
cities of Padova, with the 14th Century art of Giotto and the 
villas lining the River Brenta, Verona, with its Roman arena 
and opera season, Vicenza, built by the architect Palladio, 
and of course, extraordinary and unequalled Venezia. This 
unique legacy of art and history is just an hour away from the 
AbanoRitz: your home in the Veneto.

€ 126,00 per person package deal.
B&B from 71.00 € per person per day in “Elegant 
Room”.
Free AbanoRITZ-Card.

€ 92,00 per person package deal.
B&B from 71.00 € per person per day in “Elegant 
Room”.
Free AbanoRITZ-Card.

1 Visit and tasting at one of the wineries on the Wine Route

1 Lunch or dinner in one of our restaurants – “White Gloves”, “The Ugly 
Duckling”, “Easy Barbecue”

1 Total Relax Massage.

• SPAkit - RitzVITAL - RitzLIFE

Green Passion Activity Passion

GOLF WEEK: GREEN & SPA

Train the body to free the mind. The Euganean Hills offer 
as many as eight different golf courses, three of which 
right nearby.
AbanoRitz provides everyone who can’t live without the 
pleasures of the green a special program that combines 
the benefits of an exclusive SPA with the pleasures of a 
good game of golf.

Montecchia Golf Club
27 holes, 6 km distant (closed Mondays)

Frassanelle Golf Club
18 holes, 8 Km distant (closed Tuesdays)

Padova Golf Club
27 holes, 9 km distant (closed Mondays)

SPORT & VITALITY

Recharge your body and mind in the open air with healthy 
and fun light sports activity, the ideal way to stay in shape 
and discover the allure of the “Euganean Hills Regional 
Park”.

€ 126,00 per person package deal.
B&B from 71.00 € per person per day in “Elegant 
Room”.
Free AbanoRITZ-Card.

€ 203,00 per person package deal.
B&B from 71.00 € per person per day in “Elegant 
Room”.
Free AbanoRITZ-Card.

3 Green Fees

• Assistance, Tee-off time booking, golf clinic and mini-clinic

2 Thermal-sports massages of 30 minute duration

• SPAkit - RitzVITAL - RitzLIFE

• Nordic Walking and Easy Bike cycling during the week in the warmer 
months

1 Thermal5Colours®: sensorially enhanced thermae ritual

1 Sole reflexology

• Fit & Fun in the hotel during the week, aquagym, pilates, stretching 
aquazumba...

• SPAkit - RitzVITAL - RitzLIFE



           
            

      
      

      
     

Luxury
Card
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Red Passion

HER AND HIM... UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS 
FOR THE COUPLE THAT CHOOSES HOTEL 
ABANORITZ

Intense emotions in elegantly relaxed ambience: abandon 
yourselves to our warm thermal waters and expert hands.
We inflame your hearts every night with a swim beneath 
the stars (our pools are open until 11 pm!). Like in a fairy 
tale… your fairy tale at t he AbanoRitz.

Per couple (2 nights) € 626,00.

1 Massage for couples: 2 beds, 2 operators, 2-gether

1 1 detoxifying and re-mineralizing biological mud-pack in a Twin room 
for a couple, a thermal experience too lovely not to share!

1 Dinner for 2 (drinks not included)

• Special Room 2 nights B&B

• LUXURY Card

• A bottle of Prosecco sparkling wine for a toast in your room

• SPAkit - RitzVITAL - RitzLIFEDiscover the VIP in you

The AbanoRITZ Luxury CARD has the guest’s name on it and is valid for 1 stay. If not included in the packages, you will 
be able to acquire it on arrival at the hotel at a price of 12.00 euros.
Please book your vacation and Luxury CARD directly – +39 049 8633444 – abanoritz@abanoritz.it

• A LUXURY welcome in some of the stores on our shopping 
circuit

Plus… the choice of any one of the three extra benefits below:

• Free Padova Card, or
• Free transfer from Venezia Marco Polo International 

Airport to hotel
 or
• Free wine sampling at a participating vineyard on the 

Euganean Hills Wine Road

Our Luxury Card offers you exclusive services and 
advantages during your stay. In particular:

• Welcome glass of wine from Colli Euganei
• Breakfast: room service without surcharge
• Tea Time: every day at 5 pm, tea, herbal infusions, and 

pastries in the Hall
• Special 10% VIP discount at our vintage à la carte 

restaurant: “Il Brutto Anatroccolo”
• Special 15% VIP discount on thermae rites
• Special discounts on greens fees at Montecchia, 

Frassanelle and Padova Golf Clubs
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All Proposals include:

MID WEEK - STAY 4 PAY 3

RITZLIFE:
Breakfast served in your room with no surcharge. 
Our herbal tea and infusion teatime. Entertainment, 
music and special gourmand events during the week. 
Women are welcomed with a fresh rose every Sunday. 
Complimentary Sport bottle in your room.

SPAKIT:
soft bathrobe, slippers, and plush swimming pool towel 
for entire stay.

RITZVITAL:
access is granted to two semi-Olympic size 
communicating indoor/outdoor thermal water pools, the 
former with an AquaFitness corner and a hydromassage 
tub open every day from 8 am to 11 pm. Aquagym and 
Fit & Fun appointments during the week. Detox sauna, 
Turkish bath, and Technogym-equipped gym. Trim Trail in 
the Hotel’s private park. Bicycles available to discover the 
area nearby. Easy Bike and Nordic Walking excursions in
the warmer months.

SPRING
AIR
Mind and equilibrium

• Consultation with the examining 
Thermal Physician

1  World massage, choose from 
Ayurveda, Stone or Lomi Lomi

1  Thermal5Colours®: sensory 
spa ritual. White detoxing – 
microscrub to promote cellular 
renewal

1  Hydro-lymphatic massage: 
underwater massage in ozone-
enriched thermal water tub.

1 Cocoon – lifting for stressed 
skin

SUMMER
FIRE
Temperament and heart

• Consultation with the examining 
Thermal Physician

1 Thermal5Colours®: sensory 
spa ritual. Red energising – 
anti-ageing protection with 
the aroma of grapes rich in 
polyphenols from the red wine 
marc of Colli Euganei

1 Aroma therapy thermae bath
1 Thai Massage
1 Profilift – facial treatment with 

collagen and hyaluronic acid

AUTUMN
EARTH
Soul and harmony

• Consultation with the examining 
Thermal Physician

1 Thermal5Colours®: sensory 
spa ritual. Blue is for Balancing: 
intensive anti-age treatment 
with essential oil of neroli citrus 
flower regenerates and renews 
more mature skin thanks to the 
anti-oxidant properties of ETS03 
algae

1 Mystic – ancient ritual dedicated 
to the feet

1 Facial cleansing: personalized
 treatment for Him/Her
1 Rebalancing Jade massage

WINTER
WATER
Energy and power

• Consultation with the examining 
Thermal Physician

1 SPA facial – hydration and 
natural spa remineralisation

1 Face&Body – massage and 
more

1 Thermal5Colours®: sensory 
spa ritual. Green – high toning 
power to give new energy to 
your body thanks to the ETS05 
patented thermal algae

1 Hot Stone facial – destress 
massage with basalt stones

€ 260,00 per person 
treatment package 

€ 260,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 260,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 260,00 per person 
treatment package

WELLNESS
The right answer to your request for relaxation and wellness
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6 NIGHTS
BEAUTY
Mirror, Mirror on my 
Wall…!

2 NIGHTS
BEAUTY
A little time for 
yourself

6 NIGHTS
OTIUM
Explore your own sixth 
sense

2 NIGHTS
OTIUM
Let yourself go!

1 Dead Sea salt massage and 
ozoneenriched thermae bath: 
soothing and draining

1 Cleopatra massage, moisturising
1 The Cure – segmental relaxation 

treatments with essential and 
functional oils for legs and feet

1 Cocoon: complete beauty 
treatment for the face that frees 
the skin from stress with a lifting 
program

2 Hydro-lymphatic massages in 
ozone-enriched thermal tub: 
underwater thermal massage

2 Total body lymph drainage

1 Face&Body – massage and 
more

1 Profilift facial treatment: 
collagen and hyaluronic acid 
to fill smaller wrinkles and 
smooth deeper wrinkles

1 Anti-cellulite SPA treatment 
– thermal peeling with hydro-
lymphatic massage

• Consultation with the 
Examining Physician for 
admittance to thermal cures

1 Mystic: ancient foot washing 
ritual with scented oils and 
plantar reflex massage

4 Patented mature mud thermal 
treatments

4 Reaction massages in a room
1 Aquahealing in water to 

discover the lightness of the 
body

1 Choice of one thermal water 
bath made to measure

1 “Tibetan Sound” massage: 
Tibetan bells can help instill 
deep inner peace

1 Total body “De-stress” 
massage to release tension.

€ 391,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 206,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 325,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 176,00 per person 
treatment package

Beauty Otium

6 NIGHTS
HEALTH
Feel like a champ

2 NIGHTS
HEALTH
To relax both body
and mind

6 NIGHTS
WELLNESS
To recover energy

2 NIGHTS
WELLNESS
Banish nervous 

• Consultation with the 
examining Thermal Physician

3 Detoxifying and re-mineralizing
 bio-thermal clay compresses
3 Back Neck massages with 

gentle kneading removes 
blockages and contractions 
in the neck and back

3 Craniosacral therapies.
 Gentle movements for deep 

impact

1 Plantar reflex massage
1 Deep myofacial massage to 

dissolve stress
1 Scrub or peeling – 

personalised skin treatment

• Consultation with the 
examining Thermal Physician

2 Thermal5Colours®: 
sensorially enhanced thermae 
ritual. Treatment with clay 
and thermal water in the 5 
colours of wellbeing: White, 
detoxifying; Yellow, drainage; 
Red, energizing; Blue, 
balancing

2 Hydro-lymphatic – massage in 
an ozonised thermal bath

1 Musical Spine
1 Beauty 4 you

1 Floating Room: all the 
benefits of sensorial 
deprivation/float therapy

1 Total Relax: holistic massage 
on a floating mattress with 
active chromotherapy

1 Hot Stone facial treatment: 
aesthetic/stress relief 
massage with heated basalt 
stones

€ 396,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 181,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 337,00 per person 
treatment package

€ 161,00 per person 
treatment package

Health Wellness
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 6 TREATMENTS
• Consultation with the Examining Physician for admittance to thermal 

cures
6 mud pack applications followed by thermal water shower and/or bath
6 Thermal massages (approx. 30’)
• RitzVITAL, SPAkit, RitzLIFE
• FREE thermal water peeling treatment
 

	 € 416,00 per person treatment package

 10 TREATMENTS
• Consultation with the Examining Physician for admittance to thermal 

cures
10 Mud treatment with shower and ozone-enriched thermal water bath
10 Reactive massages for prolonged benefit (approx. 15’)
• RitzVITAL, SPAkit, RitzLIFE
• FREE thermal water peeling treatment
 

	 € 521,00 per person treatment package

 12 ENT TREATMENTS
•  Consultation with ENT specialist
12 Flushing of the nasal cavities
10 Politzer mineral water therapy/Intratympanum insufflation treatments
12 Inhalation treatments
•  RitzVITAL, SPAkit, RitzLIFE
•  FREE: thermal water spray 
 

	 € 479,00 per person treatment package

 GLOBAL REHABILITATION: 18 TREATMENTS
• Diagnostic check-up and personalized weekly therapy with 3 daily 

treatments of approx. 58 minute duration (thermal water therapy, 
manual therapy, instrumental therapy)

• RitzVITAL, SPAkit, RitzLIFE
• FREE facial de-stressing massage

 

	 € 1.100,00 per person treatment package

 SEQUENTIAL RECOVERY: 12 TREATMENTS
• Diagnostic check-up and personalized weekly therapy with 2 daily 

treatments of approx. 58 minute duration (thermal water therapy, 
manual therapy, instrumental therapy).

• RitzVITAL, SPAkit, RitzLIFE
• FREE facial de-stressing massage

 

	 € 732,00 per person treatment package

 REINFORCEMENT
• Consultation for Diagnosis with the Examining Physician
3 Global Osteopathic Technique
6 Recovery of mobility and muscle reinforcement (in pool or on land)
3 Acupuncture to relieve pain, regain energy, strengthen muscles
• RitzVITAL, SPAkit, RitzLIFE
• FREE facial de-stressing massage 
 

	 € 667,00 per person treatment package

Thermae Protocol Rehabilitation Protocol

Our spa health studio

PREVENTIVE
HEALTH
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Analgesic Treatments and Thermal Rehabilitation

Circulatory Treatments

Back-Neck massage - tension-relieving, kneading massage for back and neck € 34,00
Thermal massage - muscle-relaxing and tension-relieving € 34,00
Sole reflexology - wellness starts with the foot € 64,00
Shiatsu - the magic of the fingertip touch € 64,00
Stretching - improve the quality of movement with a personal trainer € 60,00
Acupuncture techniques - analgesic, energising and muscular, antibulimic to inhibit the sense of hunger € 72,00
Craniosacral therapy - the gentle technique giving deep contact € 64,00
Therapies for hallux valgus - metatarsialgia, plantar fasciitis € 69,00
Manual physiokinesis therapy - functional recovery and strengthening through movement c. 28 min € 40,00/ c. 58 min € 69,00
Physiokinesis therapy with instruments in support € 34,00
Individual hydrokinesis therapy in pool - recovery using thermal water (c. 28 min) € 40,00
Dorn massage - for vertebral realignment € 64,00
Physiotherapy massage - improves painful stiffness € 69,00
Deep myofascial massage - to dissolve stress € 64,00
Neuromuscular massage - relieves tension and strengthens € 64,00
GOT - General Osteopathic Treatments - regaining muscle and joint mobility € 72,00

Draining wrap - for lighter legs + sauna € 48,00
Hydro-lymphatic massage - in ozonised thermal pool, the underwater massage that is draining and galvanising € 34,00
Vodder lymphatic drainage - gentle sweeps for intense drainage c. 28 min  € 38,00   / c. 58 min € 64,00
Connective tissue massage - for oxygenation and in-depth drainage € 64,00
Hemolymphatic massage - promotes the absorption of oedemas and the disappearance of swellings € 64,00

Spa and specialist medical care

Medical-diagnostic service

Manu Medica

Thermal mud balneotherapy

ENT Thermal

Exam and medical consultation, mandatory for thermal mud balneotherapy € 39,00
Medical exam, monitoring and assistance during stay for protocols both for rehabilitation and remise en forme € 49,00
Specialist ENT exam € 69,00

Diagnostic exam € 69,00
Dietary program - specialist medical exam, BIA exam, sample for metabolic tests and personalised diet
(weight loss, anti-cellulite, slimming and for diabetics) € 18,00 
Electrocardiography € 32,00
Sample for laboratory analysis € 18,00

Anti-cellulite homeopathic mesotherapy per session € 90,00
Sclerosing per session € 160,00
Complete facial anti-wrinkle treatment with Botox per session € 490,00
Treatment with phosphatidylcholine for localised fat per session € 160,00
Weight loss diet (800 cal) - consultation with medical examination and specific tests € 150,00
Anti-cellulite diet (1200 cal) - consultation with medical examination and specific tests € 150,00
Slimming diet (1400 cal) - consultation with medical examination and specific tests € 150,00
Diabetic diet: consultation with medical examination and specific tests € 150,00
Articular infiltration (including medicines) € 80,00
Analgesic mesotherapy (including medicines) € 80,00

Mature thermal mud and shower € 36,00
Protocol for Thermal Mud Balneotherapy - mud with shower, ozonised bath and revulsive massage € 54,00
Revulsive massage to react to mud therapy (c. 15 min) € 18,00
Thermal bath – with ozone in aromatherapy, for blemishes, toning or relaxing € 24,00
Thermal mud ENT – application to the face for sinusitis and mandibular osteoarthritis € 24,00
Thermal mud for smaller joints (hands and feet) € 24,00
Thermal mud with shower and ozone bath € 42,00
Twin – organic mud pack for couples, spa experience € 60,00

Specialist ENT exam € 69,00
Aerosol (medicines not included) € 11,00
Inhalation with Brine € 11,00
Wash nasal passages / nasal irrigation € 11,00
Removal of wax impaction € 18,00
Endotympanic insufflation or Politzerisation € 20,00

Health and Prevention

Articular infiltration
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Facial Treatments

Body Treatments

SPAce Ritz for HIM

Beauty

Clarté: cleansing and detox treatment for oily skin € 69,00
Aesthetic cleansing and back massage - for men of all age groups € 66,00
Soin homme - regenerating treatment for stressed masculine skin € 69,00
Thalassotherapy for men - detoxifying treatment with essences € 74,00

Beauty 4 you - cleaning and relaxing massage, anti-ageing mask and essences € 72,00
Cocoon - the ideal lift for stressed skin € 69,00
Hot Stone facial - destress massage with basalt stones € 40,00
Lift-yeux patch gel - lightening effect around the eyes, relaxes your look, softens the expression € 39,00
Thalasso mask for face and décolleté - ocean algae to energise, essences to tone and stimulate cell renewal € 74,00
Masque Modelant by Maria Gallard - regenerating shock treatment for tired skin € 74,00
Facial massage - draining and regenerating with plant stem cells € 40,00
Mille 1000, mature skins - treatment with regenerating filler with extracts of white truffle and 24-carat gold € 99,00
Profilift - microspheres of collagen and hyaluronic acid to smooth fine wrinkles and soften deeper lines € 79,00
Facial cleansing - personalised treatment for him or her € 52,00
Pureté - rebalancing treatment for mixed skin € 62,00
100 Plus - special décolleté € 119,00
Système Dermatologique by Maria Gallard, anti-ageing or cosmeceutical € 79,00

Anti-cellulite and body shaping by Maria Gallard - thermo-active and invigorating € 78,00
Face & Body - massage and more € 72,00
Cleopatra moisturising massage - with yogurt enzymes € 64,00
Massage with Dead Sea salts and ozonised thermal bath - smoothing and draining € 64,00
Mystic - ancient ritual of the washing of the feet with perfumed oils and reflexogenic massage € 40,00
Scrub or peel, personalised skin treatment with salt, volcanic ash, thalassotherapy with algae, with macadamia nuts, 
thermal clay or siliceous shells € 62,00
Bust by Maria Gallard - body shaping for a breathtaking décolleté € 69,00
Silhouette Body Care - performance minceur or performance fermetè € 96,00
Segmented treatments - short, with options and personalised (hands-feet-legs-back-face) with natural, essential and functional oils € 44,00
SPA anti-cellulite treatment - thermal peeling with hydro-lymphatic massage € 64,00

Depilation - personalised treatment on request for a skin like velvet By price list
Manicure and pedicure - healing and aesthetic By price list
Gym - entry token valid for the entire stay if not included in the package, Fit&Fun activities € 24,00
Hairdresser - his and hers, putting your hair in order By price list
Body Solarium - uses tokens, in the pool complex € 18,00

From Western culture

From Eastern culture

Naturally Thermally

Teenager Special

Thermal baths - personalised and with options € 24,00
personalised and with options - in harmony with natural rhythms € 40,00
Floating room - sensory floatation in the tank € 62,00
Natural thermal hydration and remineralisation - SPA facial € 52,00
Mud pack - organic detoxifying and remineralising for a natural attitude. Free herbal tea € 38,00
Thermal 5 colours - sensory spa ritual, treatment with thermal water and clay in 5 variations –
White detoxifying, Yellow draining, Green stimulating tonic, Red energising, Blue balancing € 62,00

Little girls grow & Peter Pan - body massage with warm oil (extra virgin olive, sesame, sweet almonds) € 38,00
Facial cleansing - anti-acne treatment € 52,00

Wellness

Aquahealing and watsu in the pool - journey into the depths of relaxation € 66,00
Body & Soul - find inner balance through physiotherapy for the soul € 64,00
Candle massage - multi-sensory experience, a rite of wellness € 69,00
Massage for couples - 2 beds, 2 masseurs, together! € 128,00
Hot Stone massage - basalt stones and essential oils for a deep relaxation € 64,00
Total Relaxation massage - active colour therapy on a sliding bed € 66,00
Thermal sports massage - muscle-relaxing with kneading techniques (c. 25 min) € 34,00
Total body destress massage to release tension € 64,00
Musical Spine - sound therapy to get rid of chronic stress. Using a tuning fork along the spine harmonises the chakras € 72,00
Tranquillity - a massage (c. 90 min) whose very name gives serenity to body and mind € 94,00
Bioenergetic treatment with effleurage techniques for mental relaxation € 66,00

Jade massage - massage with spheres has a rebalancing function. Imperial jade is held to be
precious in crystal therapy because it carries good luck € 69,00
Lomi Lomi - relaxation from Hawaii against the stress of daily life € 66,00
Ayurvedic massage - for psychophysical wellness € 66,00
Thai massage - from Thailand against mental stress and muscle tension € 66,00
Tibetan Sound massage - Tibetan bells for deeper inner stillness € 96,00
Tuina massage - from ancient China a store of positive energy € 66,00
Pindasweda - massage with warm herbal pads € 69,00
Trattamento Moxa - one of the oldest techniques of Chinese medicine that speeds the flow of energy to the meridians € 66,00
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 ON VACATION FOR A DAY!

 It’s never too early or too late for a day of vacation. When 
the days are getting too long and heavy or when the mind 
is more fatigued than the body - that’s the time to switch 
off. If you need a little relaxation, and especially if you 
believe in health and wellbeing as the best ways to feel at 
ease with yourself and others, give yourself a break and 
spend a day at the AbanoRITZ.

1 Room at disposal for the day

1 Massage of 1 hour duration of your choice

1 Beauty care treatment of your choice

1 Dinner for two at one of our two restaurants (bar drinks not included)

• RitzVITAL & SPAkit

SPA DAY

 ADD A WOW  TO YOUR GIFTS

 The natural elements enjoyed with four refined vouchers.
 Four moments of exquisite wellness to share or give away. 

Spoil the people you love most with a 5-star Wellness Gift
 Voucher, a special gift with four variations to choose from:
 Fire – Earth – Water – Air.

WELLNESS GIFT

 € 265,00 treatment package per couple
(Booking 48 hours in advance recommended)

For more
information:

T. +39.049.86.33.445
www.regalobenessere.it
abanoritz@abanoritz.it
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On request: transportation to and from the train station in Padua (11 km) or to and from the Terme taxi 
service or bus (A – AT – T lines)

from the Venice-Tessera airport to and from the Hotel, transportation service “Landomas” 
(booking required) air-conditioned minibus.
As an alternative, “Limousine” service

In the heart of the Veneto Region,
ABANO TERME is within:
11 km from Padua / 37 km from Vicenza / 40 km from Venice / 95 km from Verona

distance from Milan: 240 km
distance from Rome: 485 km
distance from Naples: 704 km

For guests arriving at the Hotel by car, set the sat nav to: Abano Terme, via Monte Ricco 1



ABANO RITZ
Thermæ & Wellness Hotel

35031 Abano Terme
Padova - Italy

Via Monteortone, 19

Booking: +39 049 8633 444
Tel: +39 049 86 33 100
Fax +39 049 66 75 49

www.hotelabanoritz.com
www.abanoritz.it

ABANO RITZ
Thermæ & Wellness Hotel

35031 Abano Terme
Padova - Italy

Via Monteortone, 19

Booking: +39 049 8633 444
Tel: +39 049 86 33 100
Fax +39 049 66 75 49

www.hotelabanoritz.com
www.abanoritz.it


